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Aim of this work is to introduce and then closely describe two of new, or better to 

say re-established institutes of law of succession - contract of succession and legacy. 

Because death is a natural legal fact that none of us avoids which results in a fact that 

most of us, especially with increasing age, think thoroughly whom to bequeath property 

acquired during his/her life, everyone who ponders in such a way in case he/she wants to 

avoid intestate succession should have a knowledge of these new institutes, in my opinion 

very practical ones. The whole work is divided into six chapters (including introduction 

and conclusion). Chapters two to four are the principal chapters of this work dealing first 

with some kind of introduction into the whole problematics by explanation of basic terms, 

which is followed by interpretation of the institute of contract of succession and legacy, 

including comparison with chosen foreign legislations, as well as history of both 

mentioned institutes. The chapters dealing with contract of succession and legacy are 

divided into subchapters so that all aspects of these institutes could be explained; 

concerning contract of succession it is its short characteristics, form, problematics of time 

clauses and conditions, which is followed by the matter of capacity of contracting parties 

and comparison with German and Swiss legislation; in case of the institute of legacy it is 

again its short characteristics, pointing out the difference between legacy and mortis causa 

disposition, then question of establishment and cancelling of the legate, problematics of 

subject-matter of the legate, acquisition of ownership of the subject of the legate and its 

maturity, interpretation of difference between heir and legatee, as well as more detailed 

analysis of testator, person charged and legatee. Last but not least it was important to 

focus on a problematics of loosened legate as well as to the matter of different kinds of 

legates, and then comparison of Czech legislation with German and Swiss one. The whole 

work is finished by a short summary containing evaluation of the new legislation of the 

contract of succession and legacy. 


